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Our NHS is on

life support
In the last six years, the NHS has gone from having a surplus
to facing the worst financial crisis in its history.
NHS contracts worth millions of pounds have been handed to unaccountable private
corporations – including those which have previously been criticised for poor-quality
care. Staff morale is at an all time low due to pay cuts, attacks on junior doctors,
privatisations and top-down re-structures.

THE NHS WAS MADE FOR

ALL OF US

The national health service was created sixty years ago, free at the
point of need, publicly-run and catering to all. Now, after cuts to funding
and services, privatisations and top-down re-organisations and
attacks on staff pay and conditions, the NHS is in crisis.

The National Health Service Bill, which has been
introduced to Parliament by Labour’s Margaret
Greenwood MP, proposes to fully restore the
NHS as an accountable public service by reversing 25 years of marketisation in the NHS, and
preventing the dismantling of the NHS under the
Health and Social Care Act 2012.
The Government is now pushing forward
huge cuts and further privatisation under the
banner of ‘NHS Sustainability and Transformation Plans’. Support the National Health Service
Bill and say yes to a publicly-owned and provided, properly funded health service, available
to all who need it.

Say ‘Yes’ to your NHS
n

Yes to comprehensive, universal health
and social care, with parity of esteem for
mental health.

n

Yes to an NHS with enough doctors, nurses
& other well-trained, properly rewarded staff.

NHS

n

Yes to an NHS that’s legally protected from
‘trade’ deals like TTIP.

n

Yes to a re-nationalised NHS, which delivers
publicly run, provided and properly funded
healthcare.

Help us stop NHS privatisation and cuts:
1

Join Momentum to keep in touch with local
and national campaigning on the NHS.

2

Email your MP asking them to support the
National Health Service Bill. Email your MP
directly here: www.peoplesmomentum.
com/momentum-nhs

3

Take a photo with the ‘I support the Bill’
poster and upload it to Facebook and Twitter with #NHSbill and say why you love the
NHS and why you’re backing the Bill. You
can download the poster here: www.peoplesmomentum.com/momentum-nhs

4

Sign the Support the NHS Reinstatement Bill
petition on 38 Degrees.

5

Campaign for your local council to exercise
their right to scrutinise and publish local
‘NHS Sustainability and Transformation
Plans’ and to oppose any proposed cuts
and privatisations.

For more information about the campaign and
ways to get involved, please go to: www.peoplesmomentum.com/momentum-nhs

